
CPX Pedal Adapter

Disclaimer: By connecting the device, you assume full responsibility for any damage that your wheel or pedals may incur 

while using and/or connecting them to the CPX adapter.

CPX Overview

The CPX adapter is designed to allow use of the ClubSport V1 and V2 as well as CSR Elite pedals with a TX or 

T500RS wheel.

Instructions

Be sure to pay close attention to the connection labels on the CPX. Incorrectly connecting the pedals and wheel 

to the adapter could cause damage to the wheel, pedals or adapter.

1. Connect the pedals to the port labeled PEDALS using a PS2 cable.

2. Connect the wheel to the port labeled WHEEL using the supplied cable.

3. Connect the CPX to a USB power source such as a PC, console or USB cell phone charger using the 

supplied USB cable or one of your choosing.

4. Turn the wheel on and have fun!

Once the adapter is connected, you can leave it in place. It is fine to leave the USB power connected if you 

would like.

Controls

ABS: The ABS knob is used to adjust the pressure at which the ABS vibration motor will activate while pressing 

the brake pedal. The simplest way to adjust this is to turn the ABS knob all the way clockwise. Then, press the 

brake pedal to the point at which you would like vibration to occur and hold it there. Slowly turn the ABS knob 

counter-clockwise until you can feel vibration. 

GAIN: The GAIN knob is used to make minor adjustments to brake sensitivity. Turning the knob clockwise will 

increase the sensitivity of the brake pedal. Turning the knob counter-clockwise will decrease the sensitivity of 

the brake pedal. Recommended procedure: Turn the knob so that it is centered. Adjust the sensitivity knob on 

your pedals until satisfied with the setting for normal use. After doing this, you can control the sensitivity of the 

brake pedal up and down using the GAIN knob. The GAIN knob does not provide for large adjustments.

MODE button: The mode button is used when connecting the CPX to a PC in order to activate the USB 

functionality of the device. This functionality is used for flashing firmware updates to the CPX, and possible 

future functionality.


